Advances in Cancer Therapy

Description: As we enter the 21st century, advances in the treatment of cancer will be significant and the patient will benefit in terms of quality of life. It is not unreasonable to anticipate a time when many cancer patients are managed as if they were chronically ill.

These thoughts are being shaped and driven by a variety of forces:
A new paradigm that would make use of the patient's natural immune and control systems
The vast array of developing knowledge in the area of cells
New products under development based on the immune system and cell function or death
Critical strategic alliances between researched-based pharmaceutical and biotech

This MarketResearch.com study focuses on the five key segments that will impact advanced cancer therapy:
Immunological and vaccine approaches
Antiproliferative approaches
Photodynamic therapy
Gene therapy approaches
Cell cycle and apoptosis approaches

The report provides detailed company profiles, which include:
Current products
Product pipeline
Key strategic alliances (large and small)
Discussions of the core technologies R&D activities

The study provides forecast information and examines selected dynamics and cancer statistics for the 7 major world markets.
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